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ROOT with R 

R was integrated to 
ROOT using:

 The R api.
 Rcpp/Rinside 

packages that was 
writing in C++

 Macros defines to 
wrap ROOT 
datatypes.

 Globals variables to 
use native R types.



ROOT with R 

ROOTR's  classes 
 The objects of these 

classes can be 
serialized and 
stored in R's files 
except (TRFunctionExport)

 It have overloaded 
operators to work 
like using streams, 
to pass and get 
objects from/to R.



Examples

TRInterface

Output



Examples

TRDataFrame

Output



Examples

TRFunctionExport Output



Examples

TRFunctionImport Output



Examples



Examples

Plot Console Output



RMinimizer

   ROOT plugin for Minimisation implemented using R

Developed by Kirby Hermann (GSOC student 2014) gives access 

to R optimisation tools when fitting or multidimensional

function minimisation.

Based on R optim and optimx packages



RMVA (R with TMVA)

RMVA is a set of plugins for TMVA package based on ROOTR 
that consist in a set of classes that engage TMVA and allows 
new methods of classification and regression calling R's 
packages.

 



RMVA (R with TMVA)

(C50) C5.0 decision trees and rule-based models for pattern 
recognition.
(RSNNS)Neural Networks in R using the Stuttgart Neural 
Network Simulator (SNNS)
(e1071) Support Vector Machine can be used to carry out 
general regression and classification (of nu and epsilon-type), 
as well as density-estimation. A formula interface is provided.
eXtreme Gradient Boost (R package xgboost) An optimized 
general purpose gradient boosting library. 

It implements machine learning algorithms under the Gradient 
Boosting framework, including Generalized Linear Model (GLM) 
and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT). XGBoost can 
also be distributed and scale to Terascale data



RMVA (R with TMVA)



Future Directions

Give to ROOT R support for c++11 and c++14 (Ex: lambda 
functions, std::function,smart pointers etc..)
To create more classes to support other datatypes from R like 
vector, matrix and list. (TRVector,TRMatrix and TRList)
To write new modules for RMVA (also use some that are 
paralleized in the package mlr)
To write support to save ROOT R classes into ROOT files 
using  TFile.
To write a design to create a R's package for ROOT that lets 
to use ROOT from R directly. It can be implemented using 
reflection.



More Information

Websites

https://root.cern.ch/...r-interface

http://oproject.org

https://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/how-use-r-root-root-r-interface
http://oproject.org/


Thanks
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